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EVERYDAY EXTRAORDINARY

Message from the Principal, Ms Sharif
I am delighted to welcome you to our first ‘AGS Inquirer’. These opening 8 weeks have flown by and I am very pleased 
to inform you that our student body are the epitome of excellence and endeavour. I have joined a fantastic staff body who 
have the highest of aspirations for each young person we serve. Please find below my welcome message which can also 
be found on our school website.

Every Moment: High Expectations
Every lesson: Do Your Best
Every Day: Make A Difference

Our mantra above conveys and underpins our whole approach, identifying and releasing the potential of each child as 
they proceed through their seven-year journey, giving them the very best possible opportunities to become a successful 
person in our 21st century global community. 

Here at Ash Green School, we are exceptionally proud of unlocking the academic talent that is found within our students 
and strongly believe each individual will thrive in our high-achieving environment. We provide the very best opportunities 
for everyone to excel and nurture all the fantastic qualities that are not materialistic or target driven. Success for us is 
measured by sending out happy, confident and independent young people who are ready for the challenges of university 
and the world of work.

We provide an education that has an international outlook; opening minds to the world around them 
and instilling skills of enquiry, reasoning and problem solving. We are passionate about developing 
oracy; from the start of year seven an extensive vocabulary toolkit is developed, and we offer many 
opportunities to practise speech making.

Being a community academy within the Creative Education Trust family, we benefit from partnership 
working and enriching opportunities to assist student development. We are fiercely committed to 
ensuring the academic, technical, creative and emotional support is of the highest quality for every 
young person we serve. There is no glass ceiling at Ash Green School.
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Disclaimer - Some photos in this newsletter are pre covid.  Above, some of our student ambassadors - virtual open evening
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Sixth Form 
We have had a staggered but busy start to the year in the sixth form. Both Year 12 and Year 13 students have completed 
their required assessments to a high standard, and lessons have now started with great gusto. It has been a pleasure to 
be able to see so many engaging and interesting lessons as I have been around site, and our attendance rate has been 
strong across both year groups.  
 
We have been pleased to be able to re-open the sixth form centre for study provision quicker than we 
anticipated, and it has been great to see students taking up this offer and use the space to study before or 
after their taught lessons. We have also introduced some additional teaching hours for some courses in Year 
13 and are working on expanding this provision, so please do keep a close eye on any updates! The timetable for 
intervention sessions over October Half term will be available soon, so again, please keep an eye out for this too. 
 
The start of the academic year always heralds the early application deadline for universities, this 
deadline applies to students applying to the University of Oxford or Cambridge, and applying to courses in Medicine 
Dentistry and Veterinary Medicine. Our Year 13 students having been working hard on their applications since June 
and our first application has been sent, with some others following closely behind! It is always a moment of nerves 
and excitement when we hit send, and we are excited to start to see the offers from universities coming back to us. 
 
Moving forwards, we ask that you support the students to attend as many of their lessons as possible, as well as the study 
provision where applicable, as we work hard to revise content and cover new concepts. All of our students have made a 
strong start and will need support and encouragement to keep up the momentum as we head into the winter months. Sixth 
Form is a challenging time, but also very rewarding, and we will continue to support the students through their journeys. 

Mr Walford - Head of Sixth Form
Year 12 - Settling In
Our Year 12 students have completed their first month with us, and we have been keen to hear about their experiences so 
far. The feedback from our settling in survey has been overwhelmingly positive, with students returning a score of 4.34 out 
of 5 for how settled they feel, 4.75 for understanding the expectations of the students and 4.28 out of 5 for how happy they 
are at Ash Green Sixth Form. 100% of students said they knew where to go if they had any concerns! We are pleased to 
see that the students have settled in so well and we look forward to seeing what the next two years hold for them!

CET Creative Writing & Public Speaking 
Competition 2020-21
We are excited to announce that we have three entries into the cross-trust CET Creative Writing & Public Speaking 
Competition. Hollie Dalton (Year 13), Orla Karibwami (Year 12) and Kate Lapper (Year 12) have stepped up to the 
challenge in order to respond to the competition theme Where You From? in order to compete for the prestigious win alongside 
the chance to develop invaluable communication skills and the £100 prize-money. These students have already begun drafting 
their ideas since taking part in a set of workshops which saw them work closely with the highly regarding author Harriet Goodwin.

Amy Stafford of AGS Sixth Form (Year 13) is the current reigning champion of the CET Public Speaking Competition after 
expertly grappling with the theme People, Get Ready in the 2019-20 outing of the prominent competition.
 
Past entries into the competition from AGS Sixth Form students can be found by follow this link:
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Sixth Form: Record Results for 2019/2020
2019-20 saw Ash Green School celebrate record A-Level results for the second year running. This remarkable success 
was achieved despite the disruption to education caused by the global pandemic and the consequent increased rigour of 
government-driven data analysis and moderation measures. The highlights that follow below offer a window into some of 
the most notable successes within these record results;

A Level

Pass Rate Average Grade A*-A A*-B A*-C
100 B 21% 51.5% 82%

• Ryan Karibwami – A*, A*, A (Maths, Further Maths, Physics respectively) – Computer Science at University of  
Manchester

• Paige Atherton – A*, A*, B, A (Geography, History, Graphics, EPQ respectively) – Archaeology at Durham University  
• Lucy James – A, A, A (Biology, History, Maths) – Bioveterinary Science at Hartpury University  
• Neirja Dhmija – A*, A, Distinction* (Graphics, Psychology, Business Studies respectively) - Business Management and 

Marketing at University of Birmingham.  
• Simran Mudhar -, A, A, A, C (Biology, Geography, Psychology, EPQ respectively) - Biomedical Sciences at University 

of Manchester.  
• Macie Walkden – A*, A, C (Art, Graphics and Sociology respectively) - Fashion at Coventry University.  
• Owen Saunders A, B, B (Maths, History, Chemistry respectively) - History at Lancaster University.  

BTEC:

Pass Rate Average Grade D* D*-D D*-M
100% Distinction 44% 78% 95.5%

• Jagpreet Singh = D*, D*, D* (Business, H&SC, Sport respectively) 
• Tiernan Cairns = D*, D*, D (Business, H&SC, Sport respectively) 
• Kai Farmer = D*, D*, D (Business, H&SC, Sport, respectively) 
• Libby Ward = D*, D (Business, Sport respectively) 
• Beth Dewar = D, D (H&SC, Sport respectively) 
• Louise Painting = D*, M (H&SC, Sport respectively) 
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Kenya Skydive - Hollie Dalton (Year 13)
Within March before the lockdown I mentioned to my teachers and peers that I was aiming to complete a sponsored 
skydive in order to raise money for Kenya 2021. Luckily, my skydive was able to go ahead! 

Therefore, I just wanted to say thank you to all who sponsored my tandem skydive. I completed it on the 20th 
August, and I had an absolutely incredible experience; there was lots of adrenaline and I loved every moment 
of it!!! I’d definitely do it again. All the money which I have raised will be going towards the trip to Kenya in 2021, 
where I’ll be helping the local community by either building/renovating or teaching assisting/sports coaching.
I have attached a few photos from the skydive below.

Kenya 2021
Our planned visit to Kenya in July 2021 is still going ahead, 
and the students have been working hard to adapt their 
fundraising plans with the new measure in place. While 
some planned activities have been able to go ahead, such 
as Hollie’s Skydive, other students have had to completely 
change their plans in order to raise the necessary funds. 
Students have completed sponsored walks, taken part in 
socially distanced car boots sales, and set up online raffles 
and are well on their way to covering the costs of the visit. 

As we start to prepare for the visit, we will begin to 
collect donations to take to the schools we will be 
working with in Kenya. On our 2018 visit to Ghana, one of 
the stand out moment was when we were able to handover 
a badminton net to a school that had been playing with 
students stood in the middle of the playing area to mark 
where the net should go. The staff and students of the 
schools were overjoyed to receive the donations and it will 
be wonderful to be able to support the Kenyan schools in 
this way. 

Details of how donations can be made and what is 
required will be sent out shortly, so please do look out for 
this information. 
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Oxbridge Applications
We are delighted that we have two students applying for the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge this 
year. Both students have applied to read Computer Science; Harry Ellott has applied to the University of 
Oxford, while Ryan Bradshaw has applied to the University of Cambridge. A challenging process awaits, as both 
students will now preapre for the respective entrance exams, which are sat at the start of November. If they are 
then invitied to interview, these will take place in December at the univerisities, where the students could be 
invited to stay overnight to be interviewed over two days! Following this, offers are made in January 2021. We wish 
both Harry and Ryan every success in these applications and will be supporting them in each step along the way. 
Below our two students (Lewis Melvin and Luke Salzman) who went to Oxbridge in 2019 who are currently studying.

Graduates 2020

Ellie Wall- Graduated with a First in English from the University of Nottingham
Ciara Hay - Graduated with a 2:1 in Psychology from the University of Liverpool 
Joyti Verma - Graduated with a First in Biological Sciences from De Montfort University
James Murphy- Graduated with a First in Sport and Exercise Science from Nottingham Trent University

Well done to all our of Class of 2017 Students who have graduated this year. especially during this pandemic!

Half- Term Intervention 
Sixth Form
Business Studies Year 13 (Mr Stokes) 
Monday 26th (6 Hours - 8:30 - 3:30 with a lunch hour built 
in)

Psychology Year 13 (Mr Walford)
Monday 26th (3 Hours 8:30-11:30)

Psychology Year 12 & 13
Monday 26th (3 Hours 12:30-3:30)
(Lunch for Year 13s who stay into afternoon have an hour 
built in)

Sociology Year 13 (Mr Walford)
Tuesday 27th (3 Hours 8:30-11:30)

Sociology Year 12 & 13 (Mr Walford)
Tuesday 27th (3 hours 12:30-3:30)
(Lunch for Year 13s who stay into afternoon have an hour 
built in)

Film Studies Year 13 (Mr Walford)
Thursday 29th (3 Hours 8:30-11:30)

Film Studies Year 12 & 13 (Mr Walford)
Thursday 29th (3 Hours 12:30-3:30)
(Lunch for Year 13s who stay into afternoon have an hour 
built in)

This has been sent to students, invite only, via ParentMail.



Stars of The Month
Name Achievement 
Harrison M Harrison has worked really hard this term and is a model student. 
Eleanor S Eleanor is an outstanding student at AGS. Eleanor is more determined than ever to ensure that 

she maximises her significant potential.
Keane S Keane has 100 % attendance so far and has been awarded lots of reward points.
Shay S Shay has 100 % attendance so far and has been awarded lots of reward points.
Jane G Jane has a very high number of positive points - well done
Kai S Kai has a very high number of positive points - well done
Tom P Tom has shown great leadership and taken pride in his school by giving up his lunch time to 

ensure that the areas used by others is kept clean, safe and tidy.
Isaac H Isaac has shown great leadership and taken pride in his school by giving up his lunch time to 

ensure that the areas used by others is kept clean, safe and tidy.
Bethany W Bethany has worked really hard this term.
Bradley M Bradley has been working hard and has a very high number of positive points within his form.
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Parents / Carers; Key Dates  
Please find our key dates for the 2020-2021 academic year. Please do add these to your diary.

Half Term Monday 26 October - Friday 30 October
Term Ends Friday 18 December 2020 at 12:00pm

Christmas Holiday Monday 21 December 2020- Monday 4 January 2020
Inset Day Tuesday 5 January 2021

Half Term Break Monday 15 February 2021 - Friday 19 February 2021
Term Ends Thursday 1 April 2021 at 12:00pm

Spring (Easter) Holiday  Friday 2 April 2021 to Friday 16 April 2021
Term Starts  Monday 19 April 2021
Half Term Monday 31 May 2021 to Friday 4 June 2021
Term Ends  Friday 16 July 2021 at 12:00pm

Year 11 Prom Friday 9 July 2021* subject covid guidance 
Sixth Form Prom Friday 25 June 2021* subject covid guidance 

2019/2020 Leavers Year 11 Prom Friday 4 June 2021* subject covid guidance 
Kenya Trip Friday 9 July 2021 - Wednesday 21 July* subject covid guidance 

GCSE Re Sit Monday 2 November 2020 - Monday 23 November 2020
Year 11 & Year 12 Mocks Monday 16 November 2020 - Friday 27 November 2020

Year 11 BTEC Sport Online Exam Tuesday 15 December 2020
Year 11, 12, 13 Mocks Monday 8 February 2021 - Friday 12 February 2021 and 

Monday 22 February 2021 - Friday 26 February 2021
Examinations Wednesday 26 May - Friday 2 July 2021* (subject to change due to covid)
Results Day A Level - Tuesday 24 August 2021 and GCSE - Friday 27 August 2021

Ash Green School, Ash Green Lane, Coventry CV7 9AH 02476 366772 www.ashgreenschool.org.uk
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Reminder: PE Kit and blazers

With the winter weather approaching, we are now asking that all students on days when they are timetabled to have Core 
P.E lessons/BTEC Sport practical sessions attend school wearing their full PE kit, their school blazers and an outdoor 
jacket if needed. We feel students will be smarter around the School site, more ready to learn in the classroom and will 
stop any confusion around the correct uniform needing to be worn around School. All students will then wear their blazers 
in the classroom, so there is consistency across all Key Stages in the School. 

All students have been spoken to by tutors and PE staff about the above. We would like to also take the opportunity to 
remind parents of the PE kit we require your son/daughter to wear for their PE lessons/BTEC Sport practicals. 

PE Kit requirements:
• School logo t-shirt
• Navy shorts or navy skort
• Navy socks
• Navy tracksuit bottoms
• Trainers with non-marking soles (to be worn for PE only)
• Football shorts
• A navy, long sleeved skin may also be worn for warmth in the winter. Girl’s sport’s leggings may be worn but only 

purchased from Cat Ballou

NO OTHER TYPE OF SPORTS WEAR IS ALLOWED (FOR EXAMPLE, BRANDED TOPS/FOOTBALL SHIRTS/
BRANDED T SHIRTS, HOODIES ETC)

The School uniform supplier is Cat Ballou Original Ltd.

Address: Cat Ballou
1-3 Burgess
Coventry
CV1 1HN

Tel: 02476 55499
Fax: 024776 555383
Email: sales@catballou.co.uk
Website: www.catballou.co.uk

The School understands that there may be individual issues with certain parts of kit. If there are any issues. please contact 
your son’s/daughter’s PE teacher and we endeavour to support any kit issues as best as we are able to.
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Year 11
If you haven’t already, now is the time to start revising. The first steps you need to take are creating a revision timetable, if you 
specifically schedule what you are going to do and when, then you will be so much more likely to stick to it. Next you need to 
find what revision style best fits your learning; practise exam questions, mind maps, flash cards, try each and see which gets 
the best result. Your first set of mocks begin on the 16th November, and you have just approximately 155 school days until the 
summer exams start, so it is of utmost importance to get cracking and ensure you are confident by the time your mocks start.

Finally, thank you to you all for making such a positive start to the year, in the future this section will be for positive stories 
and celebratory news. However, in this instance I think the biggest positive story I have to share is the fact that you are 
all back in education, raring to go, committing yourselves to the AGS way and ensuring you continue to grow personally 
and academically.

 Below is Year 11 Class Charts Champions for September

Name Points
1 Darja 262
2 Holly 259
3 Kane 249
4 Mollie 243
5 Benjimin 236
6 Harrison 229
7 Erin-Laurel 220
8 Joshua 219
9 Ffion 217
10 Sean 216
11 Frankie 215
12 Luke 214
13 Franki 213
14 Olivia 211
15 Kielan 207
16 Ashlee 205
17 Erin 204
18 Emily 204
19 Corey 202
20 Sophie 200

You should all have already started preparing for your November mocks. One of the most effective ways in which to 
ensure you stick to revision is to timetable it. I still do this every single day to ensure I stay on task and 
get all of my jobs done! Here is an example of a revision timetable. On this you should plan out your days, 
including school, homework, revision and social activities. If you have a schedule you are more likely to stick to it!

Remember there are many ways to revise effectively, you will need to experiment to find what way suits you most. 
Some great examples are creating your own flash cards, self-testing and mind maps.The Year 11 Intervention Timeta-
ble, which is taking place over half term,  has been distributed to students invite only via ParentMail.

Mr Morris- Head of Year 11
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Year 10 
What a fantastic start Year 10 have made to their GCSE courses. Behaviour is much improved and teachers have sent 
lots of positive messages to say how well their Year 10 classes are performing. We have all faced challenges – staff and 
pupils alike but Year 10 have embraced the ‘new normal’ and have got on with their lessons since day one.As Head of 
Year 10 it has been a challenge not being able to see the year group every day as I am in the Key Stage 3 Bubble – but 
every time I have dropped into Year 10 lessons the atmosphere has been one of focus and engagement.During our recent 
fire drill, our Head Teacher Miss Sharif complemented our year group as being the best behaved which made me very 
proud of Year 10 and served as marker as to how much this group of young people have matured since Year 9. 

There remain challenges ahead. There are still a handful of individuals who require support and correction with their 
behaviour – this is now a very small number. As teachers, Head of Year and Senior Leadership Team 
– we shall continue to insist on the highest of standards to make sure that, at the end of Year 11, this 
fantastic group of young people leave Ash Green School with the best GCSE results ever achieved – this is my goal.

The Covid 19 Lockdown meant all schools closing and created a great many challenges across the country for pupils 
and staff alike. Every Tutor was tasked with the job of setting and monitoring work and making contact with their tutees 
and their parents on a weekly basis. This was not straightforward. Many pupils faced technology challenges: having 
enough laptops or other suitable devices to be able to access Microsoft Teams and the tasks being set by teaching staff. 
At Ash green School, the Senior Leadership team support staff and other staff members worked hard to provide devices 
and ICT solutions to make access possible. 

The most impressive pupil Lockdown story I had the privilege of hearing about was that of Josh Burnham-Smith. Josh’s 
parents invested in some old/damaged technology: laptops, phones, tablets etc. Josh researched, read, watched videos 
and developed his skills with technology to be able to resurrect these devices. Josh was so successful that he made 
a nice profit on the initial outlay. Furthermore, Josh no runs his own repair business – and business was good during 
lockdown! Well done Josh – a very impressive example of what young people can achieve when they put their mind to it.

Now that we are all back in school, I am delighted to say that the Year 10 cohort have achieved the highest levels 
of attendance of any year group so far – this is 
testament to how much this year group 
appreciate the opportunities that school life brings and 
is aslo an illustration of how determined these young 
people are to do well and be successful in their 
GCSEs. There are clearly further challenges 
ahead but we, the staff of Ash Green School are 
determined that, whatever potential barrier is put in 
our way, we shall be able to provide our pupils with the 
Teaching and Learning that they need, moreover; 
deserve. The reaction of the Year 10 Tutor team and all 
pupils in the cohort has filled me with a great sense of 
pride and makes me even more certain that this year 
group will go on to achieve outstanding GCSE results 
that will open doors to fantastic courses and career 
pathways. There is much still to be done but the way 
that this Year group have negotiated the challenges of 
Lockdown and the new Covid School arrangements 
renews my faith that this Year group have really 

matured and possess all the skills and qualities to thrive in the new normal.Well done Year 10 and keep up the fantastic work. 

Mr Ward- Head of Year 10
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Year 9 

Firstly a big well done to 9B1 for their outstanding attendance this term at 96.1%. 

This month we have a special mention for Jaishveer Rai who has written his own theory about that with infinity you can 
get an increased amount of something even whilst subtracting. This is a very insightful and interesting read. Look out for 
the full article on our social media pages here. Jaishveer said ‘During lockdown i was watching science videos on youtube 
and came up with the theory, I really enojyed writing about it.’

Students have been excellent at providing and wearing their face masks in a sensible manner to school. Thank you for 
the way you have approached this. However some of you have got part way through the day and lost your face mask or it 
has broken. It may be advisable to bring a spare on to school just in case. Please also ensure you have a sealable plastic 
bag to keep them in, not your pocket! 

With remembrance Day approaching, the Bedworth Civic Hall have asked students to create a piece of art work that they 
could display in one of their windows in place of the usual parades and celebrations they would usually do. 9B1 have 
made an excellent start to their entries this week and are demonstrating high levels of quality work and effort in their out-
comes. These are excellent 9B1 well done.

Grace has danced in seven dance shows and taken part 
in many dance street performances, dancing for charity, 
dance events like Christmas and Halloween parties and I 
have also done a carnival. Every year Grace’s dance school 
holds an annual awards ball to celebrate the achievements 
of everyone in the yearly dance show. Everyone gets 
medals for each class they take, and there is a dancer of 
the year for each class. So far Grace has won two dancer 
of the year 
awards and 
gets around 
six medals 
every year 
t o o . G r a c e 
has also 

taken on the role of becoming an assistant dance teacher and she teaches 
most of the younger students. In the Photo you can see Grace with some of 
her fellow dancers and the medals they have won.

This is wonderful to hear and it’s really impressive that year 9 are willing to 
share their achievements and talents with the rest of the year. It is lovely to see 
so many students achieving so highly outside of school as well as in school. 
Fantastic Grace – I hope to see you on Strictly Come Dancing one day!!

Mrs Blyth- Head of Year 9
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Year 8
Firstly welcome back to each and every student across year 8. I am delighted to see you all full of enthusiasm as you 
start your second year with us. School years go by very quickly and it will not be long until you are in year 9! It is important 
that you build on the foundations for success that you have already built. This year will be a challenging one, but one that 
together we can achieve great things.

I have been so impressed by the attitudes of individuals who have shown extraordinary attitudes towards their own 
learning through lockdown and into this first term. Individuals who have shown great empathy and support for others in 
their class and in their community. 

In September Bradley Marsh of Year 10 was presented with a ‘Certificate of Appreciation’ by Mr Dagnall, Head of Year 8. 
On his way to school on his bicycle one morning last week, Sagar Sahota of Year 8 accidently collided with Bradley and 
fell heavily from his bicycle. Although both students were shocked and disorientated, Bradley had the presence of mind 
to note that Sagar was on the road and that a car was coming. Bradley signalled to the driver to stop and then went onto 
the road to help Sagar up and console him. This again showcases the best of Ash green students and highlights how we 
should all look out for one another.

Izzabelle Harris and Evie Duffin spent time in lockdown raising money for the cancer ward at Walsgrave Hospital, a 
ward that is close to many students hearts. The gave up their time and expertise to help produce cakes whilst demon-
strating their entrepreneurial skills to raise an impressive sum. Well done girls, we at AGS are proud of you. 

Year 8 continued to work hard through their online learning 
platforms during lockdown, accessing all traditional subjects 
including PSHE whilst also turning their hand to new skills such 
as baking and gardening!

Mr Dagnall and the team of tutors were impressed to hear all 
about the new skills and experiences students had developed 
whilst helping their families, friends and wider communities.

Mr Dagnall - Head of Year 8
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Year 7 

We are now in our 8th week at Ash Green School and our students have been working hard on organising themselves 
ready for school. Here is our top 5 organisational tips for Year 7

• Get set the night before- make sure you have your stationary, uniform and all books ready and packed the night 
before 

• Make copies of your timetable so you know always what lessons you will be having (one for your blazer, bag and at 
home)

• Write down your login details so you can do your homework with ease, check your class charts and complete any 
Kerboodle tasks

• Create a homework routine for home so you know when to complete homework and when they are due 
• Any concerns or issues always speak to your teacher. If your unsure about homework, speak to your teacher or your 

Head of Year for support 

Below is Year 7 Tutor time Positive Class Points League Table 

TUTOR GROUP POSITIVE POINTS POSITION IN LEAGUE TABLE

7A 9147 1ST

7B 8923 2ND

7C 7330 3RD

7D 6126 5TH

7E 7062 4TH

7F 4911 7TH

7G 5616 6TH

On this page are some photos from Year 7 on their incredible Art work they have produced. Also tutor group 7A have 
also been mentioned for their strong work that they have been producing. Congratulations to Heather Woods on her 
very good score on her Geography Baseline Assessment

Key Mesages:

Please continue to check class charts regularly to monitor attendance, behaviour and attitude to learning. If your child 
takes part in any extra curricular activities outside of school please let us know so we can recognise them in school 

Your child has been provided with an Attendance and Behaviour Passport which will be used to recognise their positive 
attitude to learning and log any negatives incident. Students have also recieved their Journey to Excellence 

Miss Mistry & Miss Cheema- Head of Year 7
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Ash Green’s Got Talent
On Thursday 16 July over 200  students were involved in Ash Green’s very first Ash Green’s Got Talent…! 

We are so incrediblely proud to have so many talented young people in our current years 8, 9 and 10. The prizes are 10 
x £10 amazon gift cards. For our talented winners, we want you to please spend this towards your amazing talents and 
to take them even further than you already have! It was the so extremely difficult to pick our winners, more than you will 
know! Congratulations to our winners; Karis, Millie, Reinarts, Jess, Daisy, Andrea, Asho Joshua, Devenne and Abigail. A 
huge congratulations to our winners! Everyone else who entered, a super well done and good luck in the future! 

An Interview with; Mrs Sandhu

Started: September 2020
Subject: Science (NQT)
Previous Placements: Sidney Stringer Academy and Caludon Castle School
Stand Out Lesson: I taught 7A a chemistry lesson on Diffusion. Throughout their lesson students 
were engaged and trying to make a link between what they have learnt in previous lessons. 
Students asked plenty of questions and were amazed by the examples of various processes where 
diffusion is involved.

‘During my first month here all staff and students have been really friendly. I feel much supported as an NQT and 
enjoying my time here so far. Students have adapted well to the changes this year brings. I became a teacher because 
my mum is a teacher and I wanted to follow in her footsteps, and help students achieve their full potential and have a 
good career. I have always been interested in Chemistry as I wanted to know when things happen why they happen and 
the reasons behind it.’

‘One main reason I decided to join here is because I heard a lot of positive reviews about the school and I am also keen 
on developing my career at Ash Green School. 

Community Spirit
In September, Bradley Marsh of Year 10 was presented with a 
‘Certificate of Appreciation’ by Mr Dagnall, Head of Year 8. 

On his way to school on his bicycle one morning last week, Sagar 
Sahota of Year 8 accidently collided with Bradley and fell heavily 
from his bicycle. Although both students were shocked and 
disorientated, Bradley had the presence of mind to note that Sagar 
was on the road and that a car was coming. Bradley signalled to 
the driver to stop and then went onto the road to help Sagar up and 
console him. 

Thankfully, Sagar was not seriously injured although he did sustain a nasty bruise on his leg which is still causing him some 
pain. Sagar really appreciated Bradley’s actions and the kindness he has shown to a younger student. Bradley is a shining 
example of the kind of people that make this world a better place – people who look out for others and shown kindness 
and compassion in their everyday lives. These qualities combined with bravery and speed of thought made for a wonderful 
moment to celebrate. I hope the leg is fully recovered soon Sagar and stay safe on the roads. This should serve also as 
warning to those many pupils who cycle to school – follow the rules, keep your wits about you and stay safe. 
Thank you Bradley. 
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Extraordinary Art

Lia Mobbs is the first student to achieve a Grade 9 in Art at AGS. Lia was a highly talented student who matched her talent 
with sheer hard work and enthusiasm, acting on all advice and feedback given to her, allowing her to achieve her potential. 

Lia’s coursework portfolio was based on feminism and inspirational women. Lia used her mum, Grandma, sister and friend 
as subjects, discussing who they found inspirational and collaging imagery onto their faces. Lia took inspiration from the 
artist Sandra Chervier, who creates masks on women to make them appear as superheroes. Lia’s work was personal, 
meaningful and informed by a topic she was passionate about.

We wish Lia all the best on her College course studying Graphic Design.
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Infinity Theory
Jaishveer Rai who has written his own theory about that with infinity 
you can get an increased amount of something even whilst subtracting.

Jaishveer said ‘During lockdown I was watching science videos on 
youtube and came up with the theory, I really enjoyed writing about 
it. I wanted to find out more information and I applied the theory to an 
example of a hotel (Theory by David Hilbert). The inspiration for my 
theory came from a video called ‘the banach tarski paradox’. This 
video was on a channel called vsause.vsause makes learning advance 
science fun.

Science is my favourite subject and there is always so many things about the world you don’t know about. My theory is 
that with infinity you can get an increased amount of something even whilst subtracting.

Spaceship Design
The moon is 384,400 km away from Earth and Mars is 70.419 km away from us. This means Mars is 183.4 times further 
away than the moon. This results in a demand for a lot more fuel. Apollo 11 carried 203,400 gallons of kerosene fuel and 
318,000 gallons of liquid oxygen, totalling for over 500,000 gallons of fuel. There was 1.7 times more liquid oxygen than 
kerosene fuel, so we will do the same in my design. If we were to build a spacecraft that could hold all that at once it would 
have to be outrageously big- a bigger size than sensibly possible. My plan instead is that we build a latch system, kind of 
like a massive but sturdy drawer. The detaching part would be where the fuel is stored, I want it so that things can attach 
and detach into the space.  

The Plan 
Drop 2 massive fuel refill tanks on the moon and one Mars. These crates would contain: water; dehydrated food and most 
importantly, fuel. The crates would be dropped off a long time earlier by probes. So the plan is that we land on the moon 
refill (with one of the crates) on supplies and drop off the empty fuel. Furthermore, I want to plant a small receiver on the 
moon– this will make sense later. What Happens next is the spacecraft takes off again and lands on Mars. Then they 
should explore a bit and leave behind a mini car that is powered by solar energy and has cameras on it- the car should be 
able to drive itself. This is for exploring Mars even after the humans leave. Then refuel on Mars and go back to the moon. 
Then use the other crate on the moon to return to Earth. The Apollo 11 had a mass of 28,801kg, was 111 meters tall, 10 
meters wide and had a gross weight of 500000kg. So I’m thinking the space ship must be at least 250 meters tall, at least 
30 meters wide and it would probably have a gross weight near 1.5 million kg. This would mean we would need extra or 
stronger thrusters. Considering Apollo 11 needed 116 billion pounds this project including preparations would cost no less 
than 300 billion pounds. The Apollo 11 was 25000mph so if we got that fast the journey would take 552 days. In my opinion 
this is way too long as it is over years and they would run out of supplies or the craft wouldn’t be big enough to hold these 
supplies. I think we should try and get the trip to less than 60 days if we can. This means we need to be 9 times faster to 
get there in 61 days. I do not believe we have the technology for that yet so I will settle for the trip to take longer than that. 
If we made the speed five times faster than it would take 110 days there and 110 days back. Also I think that we should 
have massive panels sticking out from the sides of the space ship to give it nearly unlimited solar energy. On Mars it would 
take 20 minutes to receive a message from earth after it has been sent and it is the same the other way. MY PLAN FOR 
THIS is the latest, the greatest the fastest bt broadband wifi only £14.95 a month. (Just joking).

The aforementioned receiver on the moon that was planted is for receiving messages from Mars. Then it will send the 
message to the ISS which will send the message to Earth.
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Student Leadership
At Ash Green School, we recognise the potential for our students to become Future Leaders- building 
aspiration and encouraging the values of community, cohesion, collaboration and mutual respect sit at the heart 
of this. We want to encourage all young people from year 7-13 to make a positive contribution to their School 
community and in so doing will gain valuable experiences in leadership as role-models and team players. 

This month we have been recruiting our new Student Leaders, and have seen a wonderful response to 
call for  Student Principals, Deptuty Student Principals and Prefects. We have also had an overwhelming 
response to the call for Anti-Bullying, Equality and Diversity and Mental Health and Well-being ambassadors, 
we look forward to interviewing our candidates for our senior positions in the week beginning 2nd November.
We are very proud to have seen so many students apply for the various roles in our student council and antipate 
the fantastic work that they will do and the great achievemnts they will enjoy in our School and Local Community.

Novel Review - The Seven Husband’s of Evelyn Hugo by 
Taylor Jenkins Reid
The sole personal benefit of lockdown was, for me, that our time couped up with little to do reignited my passion of reading 
for enjoyment. I finished Reid’s fifth novel within three hours during the first month of lockdown- It was during this time that 
my Mum kept telling me to stop gasping every two minutes as she was trying to watch the television!

Despite it’s title, this novel isn’t focused on a bunch of men. Instead, the author develops a complex characterisation of the 
fictional ‘Evelyn Hugo’ and tackles heavy subjects such as misogyny and the ultimate discrimination of minority groups. 
This story follows the narrative of a 1960’s Hollywood actress who offers to partake in a one-time interview so that the 
truth behind her façade can be revealed. The interviewer delves into her past relationships and once the truth gradually 
unfolds, she proves to be an example to women everywhere as she smashes the boundaries of the patriarchal system- all 
while taking accountability of her negative habits and ownership of her faults and flaws. 

Evelyn Hugo has quickly become a personal fictional herorine as one of her standout attributes was her strength to be 
able to continue with her daily life even though her identity was consistently being eradicated throughout. It highlights the 
struggle of minorities and the social expectations that they must simply carry on and ignore the hatred aimed at them. 
A lot of underlying themes come to light when we put the novel into it’s historical context as readers can gain an initial 
intelligence of the suffering of minorities. Although society has progressed since the 1960’s, Reid’s allusion to society 
lacking acceptance for diversity is still pertinent to our society today. Readers should therefore finish this book with a 
new outlook on how they treat those who feel differently, to what is labelled as ‘the norm’. I know I did when I finished it.

Before reading, I was still not entirely sure on what degree I wanted to pursue after Sixth Form. However, this book 
aided my decision as I realised how I aimed to help people who struggle in society and chose to study Law and Politics. 
Ultimately, with an array of twists and a compelling portrayl, the story of Evelyn Hugo is a book I believe every young 
person should read to gain a better understanding of the importance of kindness as well as to enjoy a one of a kind, 
genuinely gripping narrative. 

AGE RATING: 15+

STAR RATING: 

by Amy Stafford (Year 13)
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Ash Green Art Instagram / Christmas Card Competition

The Art Department invites you to take part in 
this years Virtual Christmas Card competition

Design your own Christmas card, the more 
creative the better!

I am looking forward to seeing your designs

Good Luck ☺ -Miss Walker 

Deadline: Monday 9TH November 
Please email a photograph of your entry to 
bryony.walker@ashgreenschool.org.uk by the 
closing date above 

Prize!
A hamper of Art supplies 

and a trip to a London 
Gallery next year- Post 

COVID
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Civic Hall Bedworth Competition 
Ash Green Art Department was contacted by Bedworth Civic Hall to take 
part in creating a Remembrance day display, in support of the Bedworth 
Armistice Committee and in the absence of a parade this year. This is a 
really exciting opportunity for AGS students to have their work 
showcased in the local community and we are proud to be part of such an 
event. As well as creating a display for the Bedworth Civic hall we will be 
creating our own exhibition at AGS in the reception area, to showcase 
the amazing creative skills of our students and to show our respects 
and remember. We have had some outstanding submissions from KS3 
students here are some of our students that went above and beyond.
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Careers Information & Recent Opportunities

Introducing the new and dedicated Careers Email address: careers@ashgreenschool.org.uk
All students and parents are welcome to use this email address to ask any careers or post 16/18 destination questions.

This table is available under the careers section of the school website to assist with accessing the links
Opportunity Organisation Overview
Virtual 
Exhibitions

UCAS Instead of offering one big event at the NEC, UCAS (University, College Admission 
Service) are offering a series of online virtual expos for various subject areas. 
You’ll be able to:
• Speak to over 90 universities and colleges
• Get personal statement & interview advice
• Take part in seminars and live Q&As on student essentials, including  

subject-specific support and student finance.
• Take virtual tours of different campuses and accommodation options.
• Speak to course experts
• Meet current students, to find out what uni life’s really like
Suitable for students in years 11,12, 13
Further Details: Please Click Here

Apprenticeships MTGS 26 October 2020- Application window opens for apprenticeships starting in 
September 2021. MTGS offer Advanced Manufacturing Apprenticeships in:
• Mechatronics
• Product Design & Development
• Toolmaker
• Tool & Die Maintenance
• Machinist
• Technical Support
Suitable for students in years 11, 12, 13. Younger students are welcome to look at 
the information. MTGS recruit is annually.
Further Details: Please Click Here

Open Event-Vir-
tual
Wednesday 
25th November 
2020 6-8pm

North War-
wickshire 
& South 
Leicestershire 
College

Held on their website. You will have a personalised experience based on subjects 
that you are interested in and the information you want to see. 
You’ll be able to:
• Learn more about courses with a Live chat from lecturers or by speaking to their 

Advice and Guidance team 
• Hear from current students at NWSLC 
• See their facilities through 360 degree tours – they are VR enabled so get your 

headsets or phones out.
• Find out about support, finance and bursaries, travel, learning support, and 

English & maths 
• Find out more about campus life from their Student Experience Team 
• Apply online with their Admissions Team
Aimed at students in year 11 but may be of interest to year 10 students. 
Further Details: Please Click Here

Spotlight- online 
open event now 
live!

Coventry 
College

Hear from Coventry College’s Vice Principal, see their facilities, chat to their staff via 
their live chat functions and learn about the great range of courses on offer.
Simply fill in your email address and course interests on the link below to enter 
Spotlight! This platform in continually available at any time. 
Aimed at students in year 11 but may be of interest to year 10 students.
Further Details: Please Click Here
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Opportunity Organisation Overview
Open Event- 
Virtual
Thursday  26th 
November 2020
6pm

King Edward 
College Nune-
aton

You will need to register for the event via the college website, see below.
The event will be hosted by King Edward College’s Marketing & Events Officer 
introducing the following:
• Welcome by the Principal 
• An introduction to King Edward VI College 
• Employability & Careers 
• Student Support 
• Student Union introduction
• What happens now / calendar of admissions/how to apply 
• Finally you will be directed to pre-recorded subject information videos and 
virtual tour of the college 
Following the event there will be an opportunity to ask questions (please refer to the 
website for detail)
Aimed at students in year 11 but may be of interest to year 10 students.
Further Details: Please Click Here

The link below is a poster regarding UCAS Virtual Exhibition Events. Please Click Here 
Further information on opportunties for our young people is availble on our website: Please Click Here 

Ash Green School Virtual Open Evening for Sixth Form 
is taking place on Wednesday 25 November.


